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Parshas Toldos – 5783       Maamarei Mordechai 
 
In an obscure episode, Esav sells his eldest status to Yaakov. 
 

ו אֶת־הַ  בֶז עֵשָָׂ֖ ִּ֥ ךְ וַי  שְתְ וַיָָָּׂ֖֖קׇם וַיֵלַַ֑ אכַל וַיִֵׁ֔ ים וַי ַ֣ ַ֣יד עֲדָש ִׁ֔ חֶם וּנְז  ו לֶֶ֚ ן לְעֵשָָׂ֗ ב נָתַַ֣ ה׃ וְיַעֲק ֹ֞ רָָֽ בְכ   
 
“And Yaakov gave to Eisav bread and lentil stew, and he ate and drank. And he got up 
and he went. And he despised Eisav, the primogeniture.” (Bereishis 25:34).  
 

“And Yaakov gave to Eisav.” Yaakov did not sell or exchange. The pasuk previous 
said, “he swore and he sold his primogeniture to Yaakov.” (Ibid 25:33). Yaakov adjured 
Eisav to swear. (Ibid). The sale was not promulgated on Eisav needing a meal. The pasuk 
does not say “hunger.” It says  עָי  ֵ֖ף he was tired, or faint. (Ibid 25:30). What Yaakov gave 
to Eisav here was post-sale meal. The sale was done over the oaths. “And Yaakov said, at 
this time [first] sell your bechora to me.” (Ibid 25:31). Yaakov did not ask to exchange the 
lentils for the birthright. He wanted the birthright first, though oaths, and then he would 
give the meal. That is why this pasuk says, and he gave. He gave him a post-sale meal, 
bread and the stew, after the transaction was completed.  

“Bread and red lentil stew.” What Yaakov was cooking earlier (ibid 25:29) is 
revealed now. More specially, what Eisav asked for is revealed now. If Eisav returned 
from the field faint, why did he come to Yaakov? Why was it important that Yaakov was 
making red lentil stew? Yaakov not only gave the stew, he added bread and drink. This 
is because Eisav was fainting. Apparently, after working hard (coming from the field) he 
felt like he was dying. This happens when a person’s blood sugar suddenly drops. Red 
lentils (you guessed it!) regulate sugar in the body. It is an easy to digest food rich in 
protein and fiber that promote good digestion, health, and can also reduce the risk of 
cancer. Perhaps Eisav did not know the latter, but when he felt faint, the red lentil was 
the perfect solution. Eisav came from the field meaning, he came from his locale and sought 
out Yaakov. Yaakov then paired it with bread that also raises blood sugar. Yaakov needed 
Eisav revived. Why?  

Before continuing, there is one more point to make. Yaakov should have let Eisav 
die. He could have refused the food, allow Eisav to die, and then the birthright would be 
his. Instead, he thought Eisav would give up the bechora. Why?  

“And he ate and he drank.” There is no mention of water here but surely if he felt 
faint, he would drink water. Also, with a meal comes water. Wine is not mentioned here, 
but the inference is that Yaakov prepared a feast for Eisav. There is a reason Yaakov was 
going all out for Eisav. This meal meant something, as is stated infra.  

“And he got up and he went on his way.” Eisav left. Nothing was exchanged 
further. Eisav got up and went on his way in the same way as he came in. Except for being 
revived he was unchanged.  

“And he despised Eisav, the primogeniture.” He—Yaakov—despised Eisav who 
was the eldest, or over the eldest status. Despite the Midrash and a simple understanding 
of the pasuk, Yaakov did not secure the birthright here. The interpretation needs to be in 
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context (plain meaning). The exchange later on clarifies this pasuk. When Yitzchok 
became old, he wanted to bless his “older” son. (Ibid 27:1). It does not say bechora there. 
This is because he was going to give over the primogeniture now. We know this because 
the eldest son is not the automatic heir. Yitzchok himself skipped over Yishmael. Later, 
Yehuda skips over Reuven and Ephraim skips over Menashe. The Bechora is an 
inheritance right, it is not as it is interpreted in English birthright, per se. That is why 
Yaakov made Eisav swear. He wanted Eisav to swear that in the future וֹם  ”at the time“ כַיּ֛
(ibid 25:31) he would acquiesce the duties and blessings.  

While Eisav is out, Rivkah and Yaakov create an elaborate plan to trick Yitzchok—
and it works. They could have simply gone into his tent (or at any time between the “sale” 
and the blessings) and told him that Yaakov purchased the primogeniture. This is 
especially easy if “Eisav despised the primogeniture.” This matter could have easily been 
cleared up. It also seems that a lot of time passed between the sale and the blessings. 
(Yaakov moved around from Gerar all the way back to Beer Sheva). There was plenty of 
time to clarify the succession.   

Hashem previously clarified that Yitzchok (not Yishmael) was the proper son to 
succeed Avraham. (Ibid 17:19). Hashem spoke to Yitzchok plenty of times and could have 
revealed to Yitzchok that Yaakov was now the rightful son to take over. (See Ibid 26:3-5). 
Instead, Yaakov admits that Eisav in the bechor. (Ibid 27:19). Eisav also calls himself the 
bechor. (Ibid 27:32). Clearly, no sale took place.  

This entire episode was initiated because “Yitzchok loved Eisav…and Rivkah 
loved Yaakov.” (Ibid 25:28). יד ִ֑ ב נָז   .And Yaakov was cooking a stew.” (Ibid 25:29)“ וַיָ ֵ֖זֶד יַַֽעֲק  
There are no breaks. This is a direct connection, one pasuk to the next. It is because of this 
difference in love. Yitzchok loved Eisav because he was a worthy heir. He was a provider; 
he fed and served his father. (Ibid). It makes sense that a father loves / favors his first 
born. Rivkah, though, favored Yaakov over Eisav. This, and the fact that he was named 
after holding onto his brother’s ankle (ibid 25:26), pushed Yaakov to desire the 
primogeniture for himself.  

This episode turns on where Eisav was coming from and what Yaakov had to offer. 
Eisav came in from the field (his home turf) and was faint. Certainly, a man who knew 
hunting and a planter would have plenty of access to food. Also, where was Yaakov’s 
sense of duty? His grandfather ran to strangers to feed them. Here Yaakov seems to be 
using Eisav’s hunger to exploit him. It was not hunger, but Eisav was in need of medicine. 
He needed the “red, this red thing.” (Ibid 25:30). He came specifically for the red lentils. 
“And that is why he was called “’red.’” (Ibid). Clearly, eating a lot of the red food made 
him look red or it was because he always asked for “the red stuff”, so he was named Red. 
He had a condition. He came in and asked Yaakov for the medicine, which Yaakov was 
preparing. Yaakov felt that Eisav was not fit to be the leader of the family. True, he was 
a good worker, but Yaakov was clearly the sustainer. He managed the household affairs 
and did merchant’s work (i.e., tent dweller). (See ibid 27:27). “Sell to me at this time.” 
(Ibid 27:31). This time, such times as you are vulnerable and showing you are not going 
to last as leader of this family. And at the time when it becomes relevant (blessing time). 
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Yaakov is not said to have taken it. He could not purchase it. He could only ask Eisav to 
give it up, to sell it. He never did get it from Eisav. He got it later through the bracha.  

Eisav has the correct response. He does not say why do I need it? He asks, “Behold, 
I am going to die. Why is this bechora given to me?” (Ibid 27:32). Indeed, maybe Yaakov is 
correct, perhaps I am not the one that will sustain the family, especially if I should die. 
Yaakov then makes Eisav swear that he would sell the bechora to Yaakov in the future. He 
swears it and take the medicinal food in exchange. “And he sold the primogeniture to 
Yaakov.” (Ibid 17:33). This was done over the oaths. However, there cannot be a proper 
exchange when one party is being exploited. Eisav was on the brink of death. His sale 
means nothing. Yaakov wanted to secure the sale under better terms. Also, as Eisav 
seemed to be healthy through life, the requisite condition of the sale terminated.  

That is why Yaakov served a meal to Eisav of bread, the ren lentils, and water (or 
wine). (Ibid 27:34). He wanted Eisav to now make the sale under proper conditions. 
Otherwise, this entire meal is unnecessary for the pasuk to reveal. Yaakov served his 
older brother like Yitzchok would want to be served later. Yaakov did it in the hope he 
would secure the bechora properly. However, Eisav got up and left. That is why Yaakov 
“despised Eisav over this bechora.” (Ibid).  


